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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Dubai-based wine and spirits retailer Le Clos has completed a record-breaking sale of a rare collection from
Scottish whisky maker The Macallan.

Le Clos recently sold a complete six-bottle set of The Macallan in Lalique Six Pillars Collection, a highly sought-after
and rare collection. The set was sold for $816,748 at the Le Clos store at Dubai International Airport, a record for the
full collection in a single transaction.

"The Macallan Six Pillars is the holy grail of Scottish whisky collections, so to be able to curate a complete set is a
real privilege for Le Clos," said Mike Glen, managing director of Le Clos Finest Wines and Luxury Spirits, in a
statement. "We have a long history of forming strong partnerships and sourcing the rarest malts and this latest sale
continues our mission to bring to retail the most sought-after bottles anywhere in the world."

Incredibly rare 
The Macallan in Lalique Six Pillars Collection is a product of the whisky maker's partnership with French crystal
maker Lalique. This is an exclusive series of limited-edition decanters, each holding some of the rarest single malt
whisky in the world but also serving as pieces of art.

For Le Clos, the sale symbolizes its commitment to the sale of some of the world's rarest and most exclusive
collections of fine wine and luxury spirits as well as a sign of post-pandemic recovery for Dubai International
Airport (DXB), where Le Clos outlets are located.
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Speaking to its mission driven by the sale of rare spirits, Le Clos launched a limited-edition 50-year-old "Celebration
Edition" blended whisky drawn from various Scottish distilleries in January.

The collection was limited to 120 bottles and was only available from Le Clos outlets at DXB and online. Each bottle
retailed for $500 (see story).
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